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Taiex Index Options

Intrinsic Value MAX(0,ST-K)
8000 82007800

100

200

7900 8100

Index Points

Index Level

Option Value 

!European options with 
monthly cash-settlement

!Accompanied by Taiex 
index futures

Illustrations 
                    of option value
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market quotes
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Option price

Black-Scholes 
model

Option Pricing Formula

dF=μ·Fdt+!·Fdz

C = e-rT [ F·N(d1) - X·N(d2)]

P = e-rT [ X·N(-d2) - F·N(-d1)]

where d1 = d2 + !T1/2
                      = [ ln(F/X) + !2T/2 ] / (!T1/2)
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Long 1 call

short  ! future

+

dynamic hedging-risk-free portfolio

Long a call

!F

!C "·!F

!C~ "·!F ; "=#C/#F_

Risk-free portfolio
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dynamic hedging- Re-Balance

when F          F’
!          !’

New Risk-free 
portfolio

Long 1 call

short  !’ future

+

Long 1 call

short  ! future

+
Sell 
!’- !
Future 

No longer risk-free
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•Price of index futures 
follows Brownian Motion

•Hedge can be done 
continuously

•No transaction costs

•and more......

if we can accommodate 
or ignore

Now, Practitioners Take Over

Let’s input the parameters 
into Black-Scholes Formula

We can calculate the prices 
and also know how to hedge 
the options perfectly.....

in an not-so-ideal Black-Scholes
 world
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•Price of index futures 
follows Brownian Motion

•Hedge can be done 
continuously

•No transaction costs

•and more......

if we can accommodate 
or ignore

Now, Practitioners Take Over

Let’s input the parameters 
into Black-Scholes Formula

  F     K    T    r     σ

Wait a minute!

We can calculate the prices 
and also know how to hedge 
the options perfectly.....

in an not-so-ideal Black-Scholes
 world
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Volatilities

Futurepast

$h $f

historical 
volatility

future 
volatility

Now
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Volatilities

$h $f

historical 
volatility

future 
volatility

options market

$im
implied 

volatility

Black-Scholes 
model

Option 
price
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Volatilities

$h $f

historical 
volatility

future 
volatility

optionS market

$im
implied 

volatility

Black-Scholes 
model

Option 
price

Model Volatility

Trader

$M = ?Non-trivial
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case study

case 1

An 

arbitrager

There is an under-priced call 
option offered in the market; how 
can an arbitrageur take advantage 
of it without taking extra risks?  

Buy 1 Call
Sell ∆ Futures
Dynamically hedge it with 
Futures until expiry

Knowing the world isn’t perfect, 
he needs to test the idea 
numerically
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Monte Carlo Simulation

F0=8000

50,000 paths with $F

T = 30 days   

Call option K=8000
Daily hedge with $M

!

! "·!F

Now
Hedging P/L 

Frequency 
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Preliminary - Real World Imperfection

Assumption:

!F = 16%, !M = 16%

Effects of 
transactional cost 
and re-balance 
frequency

No cost/balance 
daily
 

No cost/balance 
daily
Cost/balance daily 

No cost/balance 
daily
Cost/balance daily 
Cost/balance every 
3 days
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Effect of Inaccurate Estimation of σF

Assumption:

σF = 16%, 

no  

transactional 

cost,

daily hedge

!M = 16%!M = 16%
!M = 21%
!M = 16%
!M = 21%
!M = 11%
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Effect of Variable σM

Assumption:

Different σM’s 

are used for 

first 15 days 

and second 15 

days

!M = 21%
!M = 11%

!M = (11%, 21%)

!M = 21%
!M = 11%

!M = 21%
!M = 11%

!M = (11%, 21%)
!M = (21%, 11%)
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Effect of Variable !F

Assumption:

Different σF’s 

are used for 

first 15 days 

and second 

15 days,with 

average 

variance = 

(σM)2 = (16%)2

!M = 16%
!F = (14%, 17.78%)
!M = 16%
!F = (14%, 17.78%)
!F = (13%, 18.52%)
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what we’ve learned

" Higher rebalance frequency increases P/L accuracy of 
arbitrage, but decreases the expectation value due to higher 
transactional cost 

" Our goal is make the model volatility as close to the future 
volatility as possible. 

" Inaccurate estimation of the future volatility would not destroy 
the arbitrage entirely, but increase the uncertainty of the P/L 
outcome

" The above argument is stable even in the cases of variable 
future volatility or model volatility. That means we can 
dynamically adjust the model volatility to track the estimated 
(and dynamic) future volatility.
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case study

case 2
An 

market   
          maker

A market maker actively provides 

2-way quotes for many contracts, 
and constantly holds a 

complicated but low-risk portfolio 

of options and futures
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Market makers’ quotes

Bid 6800 C Offer

54  

53  

52 50

51 20

50 20

49

20  20 48

50 47

 46

 45

Market Makers’ Quotes

Bid 6800 C Offer

54 48

53 6

52 125

51 36

50 20

4 49

42 48

80 47

15 46

220 45

All Market Quotes

Makes sense to use Implied Volatilities!
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implied 
volatility
curve/surface
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implied 
volatility
curve/surface

Model Volatility Curve
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Serious inconsistency

Black’s 
Model

Single Volatility
for All Strikes

Market Data
Black’s 
Model

Volatility 
Curve

Conceptually, the implied volatilities on the curve must have 

a different meaning from the volatility in Black’s Model.
Do we need to develop a new model?
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A very good descriptive tool for price dynamics 

It has become industrial common 
language because of its simplicity

Well-capturing short-term P/L using 

                      factor-sensitivity methods

Not from a 
Practical 
Perspective

ATMParallel shift of 
curve with futures 

Skewness of the 
curve
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phenomenological point of view

E.derman

# Physicists who do so-called phenomenology 
work out the detailed and observable 
consequences of a theory, providing the 
practical link between principles and 
experiment…

# …(phenomenologists) create heuristic 
approximations to engineer the theory into a 
pragmatic tool…

# When I moved to Wall Street, I found 
quantitative finance to resemble 
phenomenology much more than it resembled 
pure theory

# Quantitative finance is concerned with 
techniques that people use to value financial 
contracts and, given the fluctuations of the 
human psyche, it is a pragmatic study of surfaces 
rather than a principled study of depths
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conclusion

Even for good models, parameter estimation is 
sometimes hard. Normally, the greater the inaccuracy, 
the greater the uncertainty of hedging results, as 
demonstrated in the numerical study.

In many cases, this inaccuracy is not as disastrous 
as we might think, thanks to the law of large 
numbers. In some cases, substantial cushion is 
taken in derivatives pricing.

The industry tends to act like a phenomenologist 
rather than a theorist. To a phenomenologist, a simple 
model with intuitive “fixes” is more attractive than a 
complex one which introduces extra parameters that 
are either less intuitive or harder to estimate.
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